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Nota t ions : iX, fJ, and y denote infinite cardinal n umbers; iX+ is the
cardinal successor of iX; wand WI are, respectively, the least infinite and
the least uncountable cardinal number. The sequence <J,,(iX): x<w) is
defined as follows (for a given cardinal iX): JO(iX) =iX and J"+l(iX) = 2J ,,(ex ).
X will denote the cardinality of a given set X. We use II <Gi : i E I) to
denote the cartesian product of a system of groups <Gi : i E I); and
IIo<Gi : i E I) to denote the direct product of the same system, i.e., the
subgroup of the cartesian product consisting of all functions s such that
s(i) = 1 for all but finitely many i E I. A cartesian (or direct) product of
iX copies of a group G will be denoted by GiX (or G ,iX, respectively). We
designate by E(X) the symmetric group of all permutations of the set X.
By E(X, IX) we mean the subgroup of E(X) whose elements are the permu-
tations which move fewer than iX points of X.
The results proved in this note are motivated by the problem: which
groups can be embedded in a given group E(X), E(X, fJ), or E(X, iX)/
E(X, fJ), if X is infinite and fJ <iX; in particular, for which pairs of such
groups is one group isomorphic to a subgroup of the other? (A survey
of known results about these groups is found in W. R. SCOTT [6, Chp. 11].)
N. G. DE BRUIJN [1] studied this problem. Observing first that E(Xr
can be embedded in E(X), where iX=X, he proved in [1] that the free
product of 2iX copies of E(X) can be embedded in E(X), and that every
abelian group of order no greater than 2iX can be embedded in E(X). (The
proof of the latter result contained an error, which he corrected in [2].)
An immediate consequence of [1, Thm. 3.1] was that if iX is an infinite
cardinal, and if H is any abelian group, then the direct power HO,2 iX is
embeddable into the cartesian power BiX. Our Theorem 1 below shows
that this is not true if H is not abelian and if zx is not too small. Our
Theorem 2 implies that E(X)o.1l cannot be embedded in E(X) if X < p.
(This solves the problem posed by DE BRUIJN on page 594 of [2]; the
corollary to Theorem 2 likewise solves a problem left open on page 561
of [1].)
We also give negative solutions (Theorems 4 and 5) of two problems
proposed by J. MYCIELSKI [5]. To be exact, Mycielski asked whether
every group of order WI, and every free group of any order, can be embedded
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in some group .E(X, WI) of countable permutations. M. KNESER and S.
SWIERCZKOWSKI [4] had already constructed a group of order (2W)+ that
is not isomorphic to a group of countable permutations; Theorem 4
improves their result.
We note that, according to [1, Thm. 4.2], a free group of order 2W can
be embedded in .E(w, WI); thus Theorem 5 leaves some interesting questions
unresolved. For instance: Does some group .E(X, WI) contain a free group
of order 22W?
Theorem 1. Let G and H be groups and let <X and {3 be infinite cardinal
numbers. If GO'''' can be embedded into HfJ then either G is abelian, or
<X <: sup ({3, H).
Theorem 2. Let X be an infinite set and let <Gi: i E I) be a family
of nonabelian groups. The following are equivalent:
1) IIo<Gi: i E I) is embeddable into .E(X);
2) II<Gi: i E I) is embeddable into .E(X);
3) I <:X and every group o. is embeddable into .E(X).
Corollary 3. Let X be an infinite set of cardinality iX. The factor group
.E(X)j.E(X, <x) cannot be embedded into .E(X).
Theorem 4. For every iX there exists a group C"" having order <x, such
that C", cannot be embedded into any group .E(X, <x) (X arbitrary).
Theorem 5. Let <x and (3 be infinite cardinal numbers. If (3;;..h(<x)+,
then the free group FG({3), of order (3, cannot be embedded into any group
.E(X, <x+) (X arbitrary).
Proof of the results: By a special system in a given group we shall
mean an indexed system of elements of the group, of the form r = <x"' y,,:
fl EM), such that for any ~, v E M, x"'Yv=Yv'x,, holds if and only if
fl=l=v. We call the number M the order of t:
L e m maL Let G = IIo<Gi: i E I), where every group Gi(i E I) is non-
abelian. Then G possesses a special system of order 1.
Lemma 2. Let G=II<Gi:iEJ), where I is infinite but the system
<Gi: i E I) is otherwise unrestricted. If G possesses a special system whose
order exceeds I then there exists i E I such that Gi possesses such a system
of order exceeding i.
The truth of the first lemma is clear. One may pick Xi, Yi (i E I) to be
two functions such that xi(i) and Yi(i) are noncommuting elements of Gi
and Xi(j) = Yi(j) = 1 for all j E 1- {i}. Then <Xi, Yi: i E I) is a special system
for G.
For the second lemma, let (x", Y,,: fl EM) be a special system for
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G=Il<Gt : i E I) such that M>h;;.w. Correlate with every fJ, E M an index
il'EI satisfying xp(i!,)'Y,Ji!,)i=Y,,(il'),x,,(i,J Then for some iEI the set
M t = {fJ, EM: il' = i} will have power exceeding that of I. For such an i
the system <xl'(i), Y,,(i): fJ, E M t ) is a special system for Gt whose order
exceeds the power of I.
We can now prove Theorem 1 as [olloios. Assume that GU' " can be em-
bedded into u«. that G is non-abelian and that (x> snp (fl, y) where y=li.
By Lemma 1, GU" has a special system of order LX. By taking extensions,
HfJ and H{JY also have such systems. Since tX> (ly, it follows from Lemma 2
that H itself possesses a special system T whose order exceeds fJ· y. But
this is clearly impossible since such a system must be composed of
> fJ· y> y distinct elements of H.
To prove Theorem 2 let X be an infinite set and let <Gt : i E I) be any
family of nonabelian groups. Put (3 =X, tX =J. Now the implication
2.3) ~ 2.2) follows from the known (and trivial) fact that E(X)fJ can be
embedded in E(X). That 2.2) =>- 2.1) is clear. Suppose then that 2.1)
holds; then trivially each group Gi is embeddable in E(X) - to get 2.3)
we have to show that tX~ fJ. By Lemma 1 and our assumption, E(X)
possesses a special system T = <a", n,,: fJ, E M) where M = lX. Since T is a
special system we can correlate with every fJ, E M a quadruple t; = <xI"
al'(xl')' nl'(xl')' al'nl'(x) such that al'nl'(xl') i=nl'al'(x,J. I claim that tl' =tv
implies fJ,=1'. Indeed, suppose that tl'=tv where fJ,i=v. Then
aI'nl'(xl') = avnv(xv)
= avnl'(x)
= nl'av(x,,)
=nl'av(xv)
=nl'al'(xl')
since n" and a, commute. But this contradicts the definition of tw Since
there are only fJ possible quadruples it follows that tX= M <;, fJ, as desired.
The validity of Corollary 3 follows from that of Theorem 2 when we
notice that the factor group E(X)(E(X, tX) (where tX=X>w) contains an
isomorphic copy of a direct power of tX+ copies of itself. To construct such
a subgroup one may use a well-known theorem of SIERPINSKI [7], which
asserts the existence of a family of subsets of X, <Yt : i E I), such that
each set Y i has cardinality tX, j =tX+, and for each two distinct i, j E I,
Y t n Yj has a cardinality less than tX. Let such a system be given and let,
for each i E I, Gi be the subgroup of E(X) composed of all sc such that
n(x) = X whenever x E X - Yt . One easily sees that the images G/ of these
groups in E(X)jE(X, tX) generate a subgroup which is isomorphic to
Ilo<G/: i E I):::: (E(X)jE(X, tX))O,,,+.
To prove Theorem 4. Given an infinite cardinal number tX, we let C"
be a group generated by elements c, a~, b~ (1] <tX) indexed by ordinals
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less than IX, subject only to the following defining relations:
atj2= 1 and btj2= 1 ('f}<IX),
atjae=aIPtj' btjbe= bebtj' atjbe=beatj ('f}, ~<IX and 17i=~),
atjbtjatjbtj=c ('f}<IX).
One can easily show that c=I= 1 in C",; moreover, the generating elements
are distinct so that C",=IX. We shall not demonstrate these facts here,
but we may mention that they are proved by finding a standard form
for the elements of C"" and by proving that distinct standard forms give
different elements (the set of all standard forms constitutes a group
- under suitable rules for computing products - which satisfies the defining
relations).
Suppose, in order to derive a contradiction, that for a certain set X,
C'" is isomorphic to a subgroup of E(X, IX). Then we have a system of
permutations C, ()tj' Jrtj ('f}<IX) which satisfy the defining relations for C'"
when substituted for c, atj' btj respectively; furthermore, C=1= 1, and C
mo~es less than IX points of X. Let us put 8={x EO X: C(X) =1= x}. Thus
1<;8 <IX. Let us fix an element Xo EO 8 and put N = {<()tj(xo), Jrtj(xo), ()tjJrtj(xo):
'f}<IX}={ltj: 'f}<IX}. Noting that c belongs to the center of C'" and hence,
correspondingly, Ccommutes with all permutations ()tj and Jrtj' we conclude
that for every 'f} <IX the set 8 ~ invariant under the transformations ()tj
and Jrtj. !.hus N C 8 a, and so N <IX.
Since N <IX there must exist two distinct ordinals 17, ~ <IX such that
the triples ltj=<()tj(xo), Jrtj(xo), ()tjJrtj(xo) and le=<()e(xo), Jre(xo), ()eJre(xo) are
identical. Now the same calculation used to prove Theorem 2 shows that
we have ()tjJrtj(xo) = Jrtj()tj(xo). Applying the transformation ()tjJrtj = (Jrtj()tj)-l to
this equation, we obtain immediately that C(xo) = ()tjJrtj0tjJrtj(xo) = xo. I.e.,
Xo 1= 8, contradicting the choice of Xo. This contradiction completes the
proof that C'" has the desired property.
To prove Theorem 5. Let an infinite cardinal IX be given. We put Y=
=.Jfa(IX)+. We are going to make an easy application of some deep com-
binatorial theorems in set theory that were proved by ERDOS and RADO
in [3]. It follows directly from [3], Theorems 4 (i), 13, 14, and 39 (i), that
(A) y --+ ((2")+)~".
This formula asserts that - identifying y with the set of ordinals {'f}: 'f} < y}
-if we are given any partition of the 3-element subsets of y into at most
2" classes:
(Y) = U T"" Xi <; 2";3 "EM
then there exists a homogeneous set r C ysuch that r is order-isomorphic
with (2"')+. That r is homogeneous means that for some fl EO M, (;) C r;
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We are going to prove with the help of (A) the following statement,
of which Theorem 5 is an immediate corollary:
(B) Let «1): 'f} <y) be a system oi members at E(X, iX+) tor some set X.
There exist 'f}o < rn < 1)2 < 'f}3 < Y such that the permutations (1)o and -:»»:»;
commute.
Now let such a system «1): 'f} <y) be given, (1) E E(X, iX+). The support
of a permutation a E E(X) is the set
8(a) = {x EX: a(x) #x}.
We divide the :3-element subsets of y into classes, putting two sets {'f}o,
rn, 1)2} and {~o, ~l, ~2} (where 'f}o < 'f}l < 'f}2 and ~o < ~l < ~2) into the same
class if, and only if, there exists a permutation n of X so that n' (1),,' n-l = ot;
for ",=0, 1 and 2. Since every support 8(a1)) has at most the power iX,
there are clearly at most 2X classes defined in this way. Let now T be a
homogeneous subset of y order-isomorphic with (2")+, as provided by (A).
This assures that for each 'f} E T there are (2")+ ordinals ~ E T with 'f} <;.
For three permutations no, nl, n2 E E(X) we define no - nl (mod n2)
to mean that whenever x, no(x) E 8(n2) we have no(x) =nl(x), and whenever
x, nl(x) E 8(n2) we have no(x) =nl(x). We need the following three obser-
vations:
(5.1) If 'f} <'f}' <11" and 1), 'f}', 'f}" E r, then (1)' - (1)" (mod (1))'
__!~r there are only 2X equivalence classes modulo (1) in E(X, iX+), since
8(a1))<iX; hence there exist fl, 11 E T ('f) <fl <11) with a" - a, (mod (1))' Since
r is homogeneous, the triple «1)' a,,, av) transforms onto «1)' (1)" a,/,,) by
conjugation, and so it follows that (1)' - (1)" (mod (1))'
(5.2) Suppose that x E X, that 'f} <'f}' and n, 'f}' E r. If x E 8(a1)) n 8(a1)')
then, for all fl E r, 'f} <p: implies x E 8(a,,).
For, otherwise, there exist n-c u «:» in T such that (1)(x)#x, either
a,,(x)=x or av(x)=x, and a,,(x)#av(x). This situation rules out a" - a,
(mod (1))' contradicting (5.1).
(5.3) There exists 'f} E r such that whenever 'f} <1/ <1)" and 1/, 'f}" E T
we have 8(a1)') n 8(a1)") C 8(a1))'
To prove this, define 8(r) to be the set of all x E X such that there
exist fl <v in r with x E 8(a,J n 8(a.). By (5.2) we have that <8(r) n
n 8(a,,): fl E r> is an increasing system of sets, and all of these sets have
power <IX. Their union has therefore a power <iX+. Because (2")+, the
order type of r, is a regular cardinal exceeding iX+, it follows that this
system is eventually stationary; i.e., there exists 'f} E r so that 8(r) n
n 8(a1))=8(r) n 8(a,,) for all fl>'f} in r. It is trivial to see that any such
'f} has the desired property.
We finally are in position to complete the proof of statement (B).
Let 'f}O<'f}1<1)2<'f}3, all members of T, where 'f}o satisfies condition (5.3).
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To get that a~o commutes with a;'/a~la;;;l a'l3' it is sufficient to sho w that
the latter fun ction leaves the support of a'io pointwi se fixed , or that
(5.4) a,~l a~,(:c) = a;;; la'I,(.1: ) for all x E S(a'lo )'
Case 1: a'I' (x) = x ; by (5.1), a'IJr )=x =a't,(x ) so (5.4) follows.
Case ') . xES(a'/J) and G'/3 (X) E S(a'Jo) ; by (5.IL 0'/1' a,/? and G'J"J are
equivalent modulo a'lo' and so we get a 'i l (:r)= a'n(x ) = a,,,,(:r) by the definit ion
of equivalence. Clearly this implies (5.3) in case 2.
Case 3: x E 8 (a",) and a'I'(x ) r$ 8( a'1o ); t hen a",(;c ) E S(a'IJ~ S(a'1o ), and
hence (5.3) implies, with riO for r/ , t hat a'1' (x ) r$ S(a'1J U S(a'1:l ); i.e.
a~la'1'(x) = a'1'(x) = a;;;la'1'( x) , Sin ce the three cases treated exhaust all possi-
bilities for x, the proof of (B) and of Theorem 5 is now complete.
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